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Pan-roastedking salmon with beets and chard

at Ninety Acres in Peapack-Gladstone. 0 74820 98331 7
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1 SUN SAFE This hypoal-

4 FANCY FOOT WORK

lergenic, high-protection

Bliss Foot Patrol, a pep-

sun block by Mustela is

permint foot-softening
cream, comes with a
Diamancel foot file
for buffing rough skin;

SPF 50 and water resistant; $15 at Destination
Baby in Woodbridge

(732-750-0022).
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$60 for both at Bliss in
Hoboken (877-862-5477
or blissworld.com).
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masque hydratant

replenishing moisture

5 DON'T BUG ME Soothe

treatment is for summer-

bites, rashes, allergic
reactions, and poison ivy

weary hair that's had
too much chlorine, heat,

I
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thirsty
for the (terribly)
por cheeux terriblement assoff

with the Healing Stick by

and sun; $36 at Blue
Mercury in Shrewsbury

First Aid Beauty; $14 at

(732-842-7300).

(732- 240-5400).

Sephora in Toms River

3 PROBLEM SALVED
Combat-Ready Balm
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soothes skin that is dry
and inflamed from irritants like shaving burn,

Skincando
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diaper rash, and bug
bites; $5-$60 at
(theeco I uxel i festore .co m).
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The Hoboken Man
1150 Maxwell Lane
201-610-0500
Hoboken,
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Opened in October 2009, Hoboken Man is a swanky barber

shop that caters to cosmopolitan males. "There's a trend
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with themselves."

Gonce describes the salon/spa as an "old-school bar-
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1% HYOROCORlÍSONE,
ANTI-ITCH BAlli.,~
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USE FOR, Itchy si¡n,
Rashes. Insect gilès.

Dry, scaly skin.
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the masculine vibe.

. To complement the man-cave decor, there are eight
flat-panel televisions, male-focused reading materials, and

Salon services include a fourteen-step straight-razor
shave, gray-hair camouflaging, eyebrow sculpting, and a
menu of waxing and skin-care treatments.
Hoboken Man's signature cut includes a hair consulta-

tion, scalp massage, and neck clean-ups between appoint-
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bershop with a modern, classy twist." Wood-paneled walls
and cushy, La-Z-Boy-style pedicure chairs contribute to

complimentary beverages.

EMERGENCY REP~~~"
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in the professional-services industry toward catering to
men," says co-owner Emily Gonce. "Appearances are important and it's exciting that men are getting comfortable

ments. -JASON STAHL

